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This manual applies to instruments marked
“Rev 37” on rear panel

P,i”md in U.S.1

STANDARD

WARRANTY

FOR EG&G

ORTEC

INSTRUMENTS

EGBG ORTEC warrants that the items will be delivered free from defects in material or workmanship, EG&G ORTSC
makes no other warranties, express or implied, and specifically NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS
FOR A ~PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

EGBG ORTEC’s exclusive liability is limited to repairing or replacing at EG&G ORTEC’s option, items found by EG&G
ORTEC to be defective in workmanship or materials within one year from the date of delivery, EGBG ORTEC’s liability on
any claim of any kind, including negligence, loss or damages arising out of. connected with, or from the performance or
breach thereof. or from the manufacture. sale, delivery, resale, repair, or use of any item or services covered by this agreement or purchase order, Shall in no case exceed the prica allocable to the item or service furnished or any part thereof
that gives rise to the claim. In the event EGBG ORTEC fails to manufacture or daliver items called for in thisagreementor
purchase order, EG&G ORTEC’s exclusive liability and buyer’s exclusive remedy shall be release of the buyer from the
obligation to pay the purchase price. In no event shall EG&G ORTEC be liable for special or consequential damages,

DUALITY

CONTROL

Before being approved for shipment, each EGBG ORTEC instrument must pass a stringent set of quality control tests
designed to expose any flaws in materials or workmanship. Permanent records of these tests are maintained for use in
warranty repair and as a source of statistical information for design improvements.

i

REPAIR SERVICE

If it becomes necessary to return this instrument for repair, it is essential that Customer Services becontacted in advance
of its return so that a Return Authorization Number can be assigned to the unit. Also, EGBG ORTEC must be informed.
either in writing or by telephone [(615) 4824411). of the nature of the fault of the instruinent being returned and of the
model, serial, and revision (“Rev” on rear panel) numbers. Failure to do so maycause unnecessary delays in getting the
unit repaired. The EG&G ORTEC standard procedure requires that,instrumentS returned for repair pass the samequality
control tests that are used for new-production instruments. Instruments that are returned should be packed so that they
will withstand normal transit handling and must be shipped PREPAID via Air Parcel Post or United Parcel SetvIce to the
nearest EG&G ORTEC repair center. The address label and the packageshould includethe Return Authorization Number
assigned. Instruments being returned that are damaged in transit due to inadequate packing will be repaired at the
sender’s expense. and it will be the sender’s responsibility to make claim with the shlpper. Instruments not in warranty
will be repaired at the standard charge unless they have been grossly misus6d or mishandled, in which case the user will
be notified prior to the repair being done. A quotation will be sent with the notification.

DAMAGE

IN TRANSIT

Shipments should be examined immediately upon receipt for evidence of external or concealed damage. The carrier
making delivery should be notified immediately of any such damage, since the carrier is normally liable for damage in
shipment. Packing materials, waybills. and other such documentation should be preserved in order to establish claims.
After such notification to the carrier, please notify EGBG ORTEC of thecircumstancessothat
assistancecan be provided
in making damage claims and in providing replacement equipment if necessary.
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ORTEC 448 RESEARCH

PULSER

1. DESCRIPTION
The ORTEC 446 Research Pulser is designed to serve the
researcher es a laboratory
standard for a precision signal
reference. The output pulse height, or energy reference.
is selected with a dir%ct.reading
precision Kelvin-Varley
decade voltage divider. In addition to providing a long tail
pulse to simulate
the detection
of a nuclear particle
reaction in a solid-stete or scintillation
detector, the 446
provides sufficient selectability
of rise and fall times to
allow ADC calibration
meesur%ments without
the use of
a shaping amplifier.
Some of the outstanding
features of the ORTEC 446
Reseerch Pulrer include 0.001% stability, 0.002% integral
nonlinearity.
and 0.001% setting and resetting precision.
The Norrhalize control furnishes .tlO% adjustability
of the
output pulse height and operates with the six Attenuation
switches to provide
100% normalization
of the output
signal. This means that the Pulser can be calibrated so that
the Pulse Height dial settings reed directly
in terms of
equivalent energy deposited in a d&actor.
The maximum
output pulse height is fll
V. using the
Internal power supply reference. The’six pi-type attenuator
switches provide a maximum attenuation
of 336:l. Pulses
are generated with a mercurywetted
relay, operating at
the power line frequency
or at a rate controlled
bv an
inteinal oscillator.
The internal oscillator
runs asynchronously from the power line frequency and allows measure.
merit of ac hum effects in the system. The low frequencies
are useful for monitoring
gain stability by providing
a
control
pulse in accelerator
experiments,
with typical
running times up to 10 hr. Since the storage capacity of
many multichannel
analyzers is typically
10” counts/
channel. the maximum pulse rate for a pulser filling two
channels would then be approximately
5 pulses/set. The
maximum
repetition
rete for output
pulses. 100 Per
second, is limited by mechanical
chwacteristics
of the
relay.
1.1. OPERATING

FLEXIBILITY

The ORTEC 448 Research Pulser includes two power
witches.
One is e master power On/Off illuminated
pushpush switch. The other is e 3.position slide switch with a
center standby
position
marked Off, and a choice of
power line or internal oscillator drive rate for the internal
Relay in its two On positions. By keeping this switch set
at Off when output pulses are not actually being used.
the lifetime
of the relay is preserved and extended.
The 448 includes a Trigger
of. and time coincident

output
with,

pulse that is independent
the Output
pulse. This

is a rectangular
trigger
such as an oacilloscopa.
output.

for use in monitoring
and prevents loading

equipment,
of the main

An Internal/External
Reference switch and Input connector )Ire included on the rear panel. When the switch is
set et Internal, pulse height is based on the highly stable
internal
power supply reference
I%veI, generated in the
internal power supply. When the switch is set et Extsrnai,
the basis for pulse height adjustment
is the lev%l of an
arbitrary
wide-range
ext%rn%l reference voltage or w%ve- :
shape. The limits on the externally
generated reference
are +35 to -35 V. Output
pulse heights haw, a range
to 50% of the refer%nce level and have the same polarity
es the reference.
1.2. ACCESSORIES

FURNISHED

Two terminators
are provided with the ORTEC 446: a
Charge Terminator
and a lOOn
Resistiw’ Terminator,
The Charge Terminator
is used to convert the voltage
Output pulse into a charge pulse et the input to a chargesensitive preamplifier
and to terminate the output circuit
of the 448 properly. The Resistive Terminator
is used at
the remote end of the cable when applying the Output
pulses to any other instrument.
and assumes that the
instrument will have an input impadance >lOOO$l; this will
terminate
the 44.6 output circuit properlv. and rewires a
type BNC tee connector
to complete the connection.
A
holder is provided on the rear panel of the 446 to store
the terminators when they are not in use.

1.3. ACCESSORY

RECDMMENDED~

The ORTEC 227 Carrying
Case is designed to accommodate the triple-width
module 446 Reseerch Pulser and
to protect the instrument
and shield it from stray interference. To obtain
the utmost precision
in operating
stability,
the Pulser should be operated
either in this
Carrying C&e or in a NlM.standard
Bin such as one of
the ORTEC 401 Series.
1.4. POWER REQUIREMENTS
The 446 derives power directly from an ac power source
through the 3.wire standard NEMA line cord in the rear
panel. Power consumption
is no more than 5 W. and a
slide switch permits use of either 115. or 230-V ac power.
The unit is fused with a 1/4-A fuse. No dc power is
required,
and the module is furnished without a mating
power connector for bin installation.

.
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2. SPECIFICATIONS
PERFORMANCE
Typically
el0
ppmPC
AMPLITUDE
STABILITY
(0.001%).
15°C to 4O’C; guaranteed <15 ppmPC when
operated
in ORTEC 401 Series Bin or ORTEC 227
Carrying
Case.

REFERENCE
EXT/\NT
Rear panel slide switch.
reference level source for basis of pulse amplitude
POWER ON/OFF
Front panel push-push
integral pilot lamp, controls 8c ppwer input.

selects
range.

switch

and

INPUT
LONG-TERM
STABILITY
Long-term drift is (15 ppm
for a 24.hr period with voltage and temperature
constant.
RIPPLE

AND NOISE

INTEGRAL

<lO

NONLINEARITY

ppm (O.OOl%l.
‘20

ppm.

SETTABILITY
(10
ppm (resolution
0.0003%)
using
3.decade switches and a slidewire adjustment
with 100
marked dial divisions.
CONTROLS
PULSE HEIGHT
Front panel direct-reading
concentric
controls to select amplitudes from 0.0000 through 10.0000
V when using internal Reference. Equivalent energy range.
using charge terminator.
is 20 PC (picocoulombsl,
or 440
MeV referred to a silicon semiconductor
detector.
NORMALIZE
Front panel 10.w”
potentiometer
for
amplitude
control range of flO%. When used with Atrenuation switches, permits Pulse Height dial tp be read
direcrly
in equivalent
energy for either silicon or germanium systems
RELAY
Front panel 3.position
switch, selects standby
(Off) or the output pulse repetition
rate at Line Freq or
Int ox.
PULSE/SEC
Front panel 7.position switch, selects output
pulse repetition
rate when Relay switch is at Int Osc:
rates are 1,2, 5, 10,20, 50, and 100 Hz.
POLARITY
output polarity
RISE
pulse

Front panel toggle switch, selects either
when using Internal Reference.

TIME (t,)
Front panel 7.position
switch, selects
rise time from 10% tp 90%; times are from 20 to

REFERENCE
INPUT When slide switch is on Ext. accepts
optional external dc reference level through rear panel BNC
(UG-1094/U)
connector;
f35 V maximum;
input impedance, lOOOR maximum,
2252 minimum
in series with
charging capacitor of 5#F.
OUTPUTS
Front

OUTPUT

Panel

BNC

(UG-1094/U)

connector.

Amplitude
0- tp 10-V positive or negative full-scale pulses
into lOOn load; amplitude &s&ted by decade Pulse Height
control, Normalize
control, choice of 6.step attenuators,
and optional External Reference level.
Pulse Shaping Basic pulse generated with mercury-wetted
relay and subsequently
shaped by separately selected Rise
Time and Decay Time Constant.
Repetition
Reta
internal oscillator,
Output

Set by power
1 to 100 Hz.

Impedance

line frequency

or from

lOOCZ, decoupled.

REFERENCE
OUT
Reference level from decade Pulse
Height control
through
rear panel connectors
that can
be used as binding ppsts or for Banana plugs; red for decade
putput
level, black for ground.
Impedance varies with
setting of Pulse Height control from a minimum of 10 KSl
tp a maximum of 10.4 kS7..
TRIGGER
Amplitude
load.
Time Shift
>15/1ow.

2000 “sec.

OUT

Front

Nominal
.<15

panel BNC (UG-1094/U)
+5 V on l-kn

nsec for Pulse

ELECTRICAL

connector.

load. 2.5 V on lOOn
Height

control

settings

AND MECHANICAL

DECAY TIME CONSTANT
lrdl
Front panel 5-position
switch, selects pulse fall time constant; time constants are
from 5 tp 1000 WC.

POWER REDUIRED
115 V ac ilO% or 230 V ac SO%,
50/60 Hz. 5 W; instrument includes NEMA-standard
power
line cord, fuse, 115/230-V
switch, power On/Off switch.

ATTENUATION
Front panel G-step attenuatprs
may be
used in any combination
for ‘maximum
attenuation
of
336:l:
steps are X1.2. X1.4, X2, X2, X5, and X10.

WEIGHT

(ShippinS)

WEIGHT

(Net)

10 lb 14.5 kg).

7.5 lb (3.4 kQl.

.

I

.
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DIMENSIONS
NlMstandard
triple-width
8.714 x9.75 in.) per TID-20693
(Rev.1
ACCESSORIES
RESISTIVE
terminator

TERMINATOR

CHARGE TERMINATOR
equal to 2’0 PC for 10-V

module

(4.05 x

pulse from a silicon semiconductor
&lion
pair.

FURNISHED

datactor.

assuming

3.6

OPTIONAL

01ne 1OOQ &O.l%l

resistive

One, provides maximum charge
output, equivalent to 440.MaV

ORTEC 227 Carrying Case, attractive blue finish. handle
included. Accommodates
one triple-width
NIM module or
the equivalent
in single- and double-width
modules. Power
supply is not included.

3. INSTALLATION
The ORTEC 448 includes a power supply that furnishes
all of the required operating dc voltages; power from a bin
and power supply is not required. The module can, however, be placed in a standard bin if desired. or the Pulsar
can be usad remotely from any bin. A companion ORTEC
227 Carrying Case is recommended
for housing the 448
when it is used outside a bin.
If the instrumant
is operated in a standard bin, the bin is
rack-mounted,
and vacuum tube equipment
is operated in
the same rack, be sure that there is sufficient cooling air
circulating
to prevent any localized heating of the alltransistor circuitry usad throughout
tha 448. The temperature of equipment
mounted in racks can exceed 12O’F
(5o”CI easily unless pracautions era taken. The 448 should
not be subjected
to temperawas
in excess of 12O’F.
3.1. CONNECTION

TO FOWER

Input ac power for the 448 must be furnished through
3wire line cord with standard NEMA male connector.
instrument
includes a 114-A extractor
post fuse. A
panel slide switch parmits selection of either 115 or

the
The
rear
230

4. OPERATING
4.1.

FRONT

PANEL

CONTROL

FUNCTIONS

POWER ON/OFF
An illuminated
push-push front panel
switch that is lighted when power is connectad and the
switch is sat at On.
PULSE HEIGHT
A precision Kelvin-Varley
voltage divider
containing
3&cade
switchas and a slidewire interpolating
potentiometer
using 100 dial divisions. The selected pulse
height, adjusted from zero volts to a maximum determined
by the Normalize control and/or the Reference level, can

V a~ for the power input,
operate et either 50 or 80 Hz.
3.2.

USE OF EXTERNAL

and

the

REFERENCE

instrument

will

VOLTAGE

An external refarence voltage can be furnished to the 448
to wntrol the full range, of Pulse Height adjustments. This
can be eny arbitrary waveshape, either~ dc or a waveform
such as a linear ramp, connected to the External Reference
Input BNC connector
on the rear panel. Ths polarity of
the Output pulsar will be the same~as the reference, and
the full range of Pulse Height amplitudes
will be 60% of
the external
reference Ieval, which should not excaad
i35 V. The front panel Pulse Height dials, Relay switch,
Pulse/Set
switch, shaping Time Constant controls.
and
Attenuation
switchas all operate in the same manner for
either External
or lntarnal
Aefarance.
The Normalize
control has no affect when using External Refsrance. The
Polarity switch has no effect on the Output pulses, but
must ba sat to correspond
to the External
Reference
polarity to obtain a proper Trigger Output. When using an
External Refarenca that is other, than a dc level, the rate of
change of the reference
waveform
must be slow by
comparison
to the pulse repetition
rata, or there wilt be
considerable
distortion
in the Output
pulse amplitude.

INSTRUCTIONS
be monitored
through
the rear panel Reference
Out
connectors.
Using the Internal
Reference and with the
Normalize
control
adjusted
to mid-range (500 of 1000
dial divisions),
the maximum
pulse height is 510 V. All
adjusted settings of the Pulse Height control can be read
directly on its four dials, except for the extreme maximum
level and any intermediate
level where the center dial is sat
at its maximum
position.
100 dial divisions. The Pulse
Height control has a rasolution
of 0.0003% and a longterm terminal
nonlinearity
of a20
ppm f 0.5 dial
division.

L
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NORMALIZE
AlO-turn
precision potentiometer
that provides en approximately
flO%
continuously
adjustable
control of the Output pulse height. Its standard setting is
mid-range, or 500 of 1000 dial divisions. and it operates
with the Attenuation
switches to provide normalization
so that the Pulse Height dial readings ten be interpreted
directly
as equivalent
energy levels. This control is not
effective when the rear panel Reference switch his set et
External.
RELAY
Selects the source of driving signals for the internal mercury relay. The center Off position selects a
standby condition,
in which the main power witch
can
be On and power applied to all circuits in the 448 except
for the relay. When it is set at Line Freq, the relay will be
driven et the power line frequency rate, 50 or 60 Hz. When
it is set et Int Ox. the relay will be driven at the rate
selacted by the PulselSec switch, derived from an internal
oscillator
which
operates asynchronously
with respect
to the power line frequency.
To conserve the lifetime
of the relay. leave switch in its center Off position whenever Output pulstis are not required.
PULSE/SEC
A front panel 7.position selector switch thet
selects the repetition
rate for Output pulses when the Relay switch is set et Int Osc. The pulse rateswe 1.2, 5, 10,
20, 50, and 100 pulses/set.
NOTE
The 446 hes a built-in frequency
cutbaCk when the
duty cycle of the Output puke is exceeded. When the
Decay Time Constant switch rlectr
1000 /a-x, the
maximum Output pulse repetition
rate is 20 pulses/
sec. effective with this switch set at 20. 50, or 100.
May
TIME CONSTANT
(7dd) A front penei 6.position
rotary switch that selects the RC Decay (or Fall) Time
Constant. rd. of the Output pulse. The available time constants are 5. 10,20.60,
and 1000 sec.
RISE TIME (t,) A
that selects the Rise
sured from 10% to
The available
Rise
1000, and 2000 “sec.

front panel 7.position
rotary switch
Time, t,, of the Output pulse, mee90% of the maximum pulse height.
Times are 20. 50, 100, 200, 500.
NOTE

The 448 Output pulse shaping network is purely passive,
meaning that the Rise Time and Decay Time Constant
controls are not independent
of each other. The actual
tr in an Output pulse will be closest to the setting of the
Rise Time control when long Decay Time Constents
are used. The actual rd of en Output pulse will be
closest to the setting of the Dewy Time Constem
control when fast rise times ere used.
POLARITY
When using Internal Reference,
polarity
of the Output
pulses to be either

selects the
Positive or

ii=

Negative. When using External Reference. this switch does
not affect the Output pulse polarity, but must beset et the
polarity ot the external reference input to provide proper
.
Trigger Out pulses
ATTENUATION
Six front-panel
2+osition
toggle switches
that select either Out Idown) or in (up) for the six pi.type
ettenuetors in the output circuit. They may be used in any
combination
to provide attenuation
of the output from 1 :l
to 336:1, and fine control is then provided by either the
Normalize
control
or the External
Reference level. The
attenuation
steps have en accuracy controlled by Ci.l%-precision mete1 film resistors with a low temperature
coefficient and depend upon the Output pulse being terminated
in a stable 1OiXl impedance.
4.2.

REAR PANEL

CONTROL

FUNCTIONS

REFERENCE
EXTllNT
A 2.position
slide switch that
selects the’reference
level to be applied to the Pulse Height
control. When it is set et Internal, en internal power supply
reference level is used, end the maximum
range (with’
Normalize set et 600 dial divisions1 is f10 V; the Pulse
Height dial may be read directly in volts and the Output
pulse emplituc!e,. will be effected only by the Attenuation
switches. When it is set et External, the reference level will
be that which is furnished through the adjacent Reference
Input BNC connector;
the maximum external reference
level is f35 V; the maximum
range of the Pulse Height
control is 50% of the external reference level; the Output
pulse polarity is determined
bv the polarity of the external
reference;
and the Normalize
and Polarity front panel
switcher
do not effect the Output
pulses. For proper
Trigger Out pulses the Polarity switch must be set to the
external reference polarity, when this is used.
115/230
A rear panel slide switch that sets the power
supply input circuit for either 115. or 230-V ec operation.
4.3. CONNECTOR

DATA

OUTPUT CONNECTOR
(CNl,
Front Panel;
The main Research Pulser Output is de-coupled
series output impedance of 10023. The Output
always be terminated
in 1000 et the remote
interconnecting
cable. using either the Charge
or the Resistive Terminator
furnished with the
OUTPUT TEST POINT
monitoring
the Output
test point is connected
resistor. Avoid loading
made to the test point.

Type BNC)
through a
pulse should
end of the
Terminator
instrument:

(TP4l
Front pens1 test point for
pulse with an oscilloscope.
The
to CNl through a 470R series
the output
by any conmictions

TRIGGER
OUT CONNECTOR
ICN2, Front Panel, Type
BNCI This output pulse is time coincident with the main
Output
pulse and can be used to trigger monitoring
equipment such es an oscilloscope. The pulse is rectangular,
1 #set wide, with 5.V amplitude
on lOOOR or 2.5 V on
10052.
I

TRIGGER
OUT TEST POINT (TP5l
Front panel test
point for monitoring
the Trigger Out pulse with en oscilloscope. This test point is connected
to CN2 through a
47OSI series resistor.
EXT REFERENCE
(CN3, Fleer Panel, Twe BNC) Accepts
en External Reference voltage level, *35 V maximum, to
be applied to the Pulse Height control; adjacent slide switch
must be set et Reference Ext to decouple
this input into
the lOOOn Pulse Height control circuit. Due to the passive
shaping network of the 448, the maximum
Output pulse
amplitude
in the externel reference mode of operation
is
50% of the External Reference input level.
This is
REFERENCE
OUT (Reeer Pend Connwtofd
intended as a~connection for en external meter for monitoring the voltage level adjusted with the Kelvin.Verley
voltage
divider. It is wired internally
through lO,kn to theoutput
of the Pulse Height control. The black connector. is inetrumerit-ground.
and the red connector is for either polarity
of wtput
voltage.
4.4. TERMINATORS
Two terminators
are provided
with the ORTEC
448
Research Pulser. One is a 1OOSl Resistive Terminator
and
the other is a Charge Terminator.
These terminators
we
housed in a clip on the rear penal. convenient for storage
when they ere not being used.
4.5. TYPICAL

OPERATING

CONSIDERATIONS

Charge Termination
The Charge Terminator
consists of a
100s). shunt resistor and e 2.pf series capacitor, housed in
a pair of BNC connectors.
It is used et the Output cable
connection
to e charge-sensitive
preamplifier
such as the
ORTEC 109A. where it will both load the Pulser Output
properly
and convert the voltage pulse to a charge pulse

to simulate the normal detector output pulse. The maximum pulse height of 10 V is converted into a 20sPC charge
pulse et the preamplifier
input, which is equivalent
to a
pulse from a silicon detector for a 440.MeV energy Pulse.
Use lOOn cable, such es RG-62/U. from the 448 to the
Charge Terminator.
and attach the Charge Terminator
to
the input of the preamplifier.
The Charge Terminator
may be used either with or without
a detector
connected
to the preamplifier
input. If the
detector is also connected to the input, detector bias “lust
be applied to reduce the effective detector capacity. For
this combinedon,
the Charge Terminator
effectively
adds
2.5.pF of shunt capacity and will degrade the signal-tonoise performance
of the preamplifier
correspondingly.
Resietive Tewninetion
For voltage drive to en instrument
under test, use coaxial cable with a characteristic
imp%dawe of loon. such es RG.62/U. The cable mw be receiving.end-terminated
in a 1OQn load. The Resistive Terminator’is
included for convenience
in making this termination, where the input impedsnce of the instrument under
test is lOOOn or more (the normal input circuit of ORTEC
instruments).
Use a type BNC tee connector
to connect
both the cable end the Resistive Terminator
to the input
connector of the instrument.
4.6. NORMALIZING
For information
on adjusting
that its Pulse Height control
energy. see Section 7.1.
4.7. DRIVING

the 448 Research Pulser so
reads directly in equivalent

AN AOC

The 448 output can be used es the input into en ADC
directly,
without
passing through
en amplifier
or other
shaping network. The most satisfactory
reSults ere always
obtained with long rise times (>lOOO nsec).

5. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
(Refer to Schematic
448.0101~Sl)
The ORTEC 448 Research Pulser operates directly from en
ac power input et either 115 or 230 V (tlO%). and includes
en i”ternal power supply f~rom which all of its operating
and internal
reference
levels are obteined.
The fused
power input circuit includes power switch S14 and 1151
230-V switch Sl for the prim&v windings of transformer
Tl. Indicator I1 illuminates
the power switch when Power
is on for the instrument.
Each of the three secondary windings of transformer
Tl
is rectified with a full wave bridge rectifier and is regulated

for the proper internal application
in the 448. Rectifier Dl,
with transistors Ql through Q3 and D15. provide a +2O.V
regulated supply; this is filtered further by Ll, C7, and C9
for use in the Trigger Out circuit. Rectifier D2. with transistors Q5 through Q7 and 016. provide a -20-V regulated
supply. and this is further filtered by L2. C8. and ClO.
Rectifier D3, with transistors Q21 and Q23 through Q25.
integrated circuit IC2, and diode D4, furnishes a floating
stable internal
reference
voltage, which can be varied
through a range of +lO% to -10% around 20 V with the
Normalize
control;
the Polarity
switch connects either
side of this supply to ground.

6

5.1. RELAY

DRIVE

The mercury relay. K 1, accepts a dc reference voltage level
while energized and dharges the selected Decay Time
Constant capacitor, C32 through C36, to this voltage. When
it is dewsrgized,
the relay complatas a discharge path to
form an Output pulse.
The relay driving rate is obtained through Relay switch 52.
When this switch is sat at Off, the relay remains daenergized and the Pulser, with power on, is effectively
in a standby condition.
When the switch is sat at Line
Freq. pulses at the power line frequency
determine
the
Output
pulse repetition
rata. When the witch
is sat at
Int Osc, transistor 016 through (118 operate as a hybrid
unijunction-biopolar
transistor oscillator for a repetition
rata selected by the Pulse/Set switch, S3. When the Decay
Time Constant
switch, S4, is set at 1OCO *sec. the
maximum repetition
rate is restricted tb 20 pulses/sac for
either On position of Relay switch S2; this is a duty-cycle
limitation network.
The repetition
rata is sat by the pulse source. above, and
the pulsas are connected
through driver stages Q19 and
Q20 to alternately
energize and de-energize
relay Kl.
6.2. PULSE HEIGHT

CONTROL

When switch S13 is set at Internal, as shown in Schematic
448.0101.Sl,
the voltage applied across the Pulse Height
control, R30. is. obtained from the stable floating supply
through
Polarity switch S6. The control
is a precision
Kelvin-Varley
voltage divider with 100.000 effective sattings for the full ranga of Output pulse heights. The actual
voltaga to which it is sat can be monitored
through rear
panel connectors.
Reference Out, using an external meter.
Depending on the setting of the Normalize control, R69.
the full range of settings of R30 will provide 0 to 20 V
(ilO%1 to the Reference Out. Resistor RlOl is a precision
IO-kR resistor which then is a part of the effective external
meter circuit and prevents loading of the regulated Pulse
Height control
selection.
Tha selected level is applied
through R99 to the selected Decay Time Constant capacitor each time that the relay is energized.
When switch S13 is sat at External, either a positive or nag
ative External Reference voltaga Iwel, furnished through
connector
CN3. is supplied directly to the Putsa Height

control, R30. and the special internal reference supply is
disconnected.
The maximum external reference level which
can be accommodated
is 35 V. and the remainder of the
Pulse Height control circuit operates the same for External
Reference as for tnternal Reference, above.
5.3.

OUTPUT

CIRCUIT

After relay Kl. has been energized and a Decay Time Constant capacitor has bean charged to the voltage selected
by the Pulse Height control. the Relay is da-energized.
This closas a circuit for discharge of the Decay Time Constant capacitor, through
R76, and a selected Rise Time
capacitor in parallel with the Output toad. The Output
begins to rise with a time constant sat by the parallel RC
combination
of the Rise Time capacitor selected by switch
S5 and the 500 resistance which is effective. The decay
time constant of the Output pulse is given by the parallel
RC combination
of the Decay Time Constant capacitor
selected by switch S4 and the resistanca which it was,
approximately
2003 (for 7d >> tr).
Resistors R7B through
RQ6 form a series of constantimpedance pi-type attenuators.
through which the Output
pulse
passes and is p&antad
at the Output BNC. CNl, to
be developed across the lOOS2 terminating
impedance of
the Charge or Resistive Terminator,
5.4. TRIGGER

OUT

Each pulse that is furnished
through the Output circuit
will also be applied through field effect transistor 09 to
the circuit including tranriStorr Cl10 through Q15and integrated circuit IC1. The Trigger Out signal, through connector CN2;mav
ba used to triggar a response in a monitoring~ circuit such as an oscilloscope.
The pulse has a
fixed amplitude and width and wilt not load the main Output circuit. The purpose of ICl is to provide high gain
for a wide dynamic rang%. Either pulse polarity
can be
used to generate a Trigger Out Pulse. When operating with
the Internal Reference Iawl, one saction of Polarity switch
S6 Selects the proper connection
for the selected Output
Pulse polarity. When operating with the External Reference
level, the polarity of the main Output pulses is determined
by the polarity
of the reference level, and the Polarity
switch must then be sat to agree with the refarenca wlarity
in order to obtain Trigger Out pulses.

6.1. TESTING

PERFORMANCE

The following
is intended es an aid for installation
checkout of the 448 Research Pulser.
The equipment

required

end

is es follows:

Oscilloscope;
Tektronix
540 Series, or equivalent.
Duel
trace plugin
unit, Tektronix
lA1, or equivalent.
Digital
Voltmeter, HP343QA. or equivalent.
Check the module visually for possible damage
shipping an@ then take the fqllowing
preliminary
1. Set. the 115/230-V
acpower.
2. Connect

slide switch

according

during
steps:

to available

the line cord to the ac power sowce.

3. Press the Push On/Off Switch, and check to see that
power is turned on and off alternately
by observing the
illuminated switch. Leeve power tuined to On.
Test the
procedure:

performance

of

the

446

by

the

following

1. Set rear panel Reference switch et Internal.
2. Set Pulse Height control
3. Set Normalize

control

et maximum

(9 -9

-9

- 100).

5. Set Relay switch et Int Osc.

to Positive.

6. Set Decay Time Constant switch et 50.
switches

in the down position

(Out).

10. Connect the Output to one channel of the oscilloscoPe.
using the lOOn Resistive Terminator
et the oscilloscope
input.
11. Connect the Trigger Out to the other channel of the
oscilloscope. Observe an Output pulse with a +10-V maximum amplitude,
approximately
20.nsec rise time, and
50.wsec decay time constant. The Trigger Out pulse should
be time coincident.
1 @we wide, with +5-V amplitude.
The repetition
rate should be approximately
50 pulses/set.

a

Observe
approxto 103:
that the
= loo0
50. the
to 50.

15.
Sat each Attenuation
switch et In, that et Out.
Observe the following
Output amplitude
whileeach switch
is set et In: X1.2/6.34
V. X1.4/7.15
V. X2/5.00
V.
X2/5.00 V, X5/2.00 V, and X10/1 .OO V.
16. Set the Decay Time Constant switch et 1000. Turn
the Rise Time switch through each of its positions, and
observe the 10% to 90% rise time of the Output pulse for
each position.
The approximate
rise times should be
20/20 “sec. 50150 “sec. 100/100
“sec. 200/200
“sec.
5C0/500 “sec. lCOO/l #sec. and 2000/Z /.tsec.

18. Set the Decay Time Constant
the pulse period for each setting
The approximate
times should be
5/200 msec, lO/lCO msec, 20150
100110 msec.

6. Set Rise Time switch et 20.

9. Set all Attenuation

14. Turn the Decay Time Constant switch to 1000.
that the repetition
rate of the Output is reduced to
imately 20 pulseslsec. Turn the Pulse/Set switch
then set the Relay switch at Line Freq and observe
repetition
ret8 remains et 20 pulseslsec while zd
WC. Return the Decay Time Constant switch to
Relay switch to lnt Osc, and the Pulse/Set switch

17. Return the Rise Time switch to 20. If desired, measure
the 90% to 10% decay time of the Output pulse for all
settings of the Decay Tim@ Constant switch. Since rd 3L
td/2.2, the approximate
decay times are 5/l 1 WC. lo/22
pet.
20/44
#sec. 60/110
MC,
and lOCO/2.2
msec.

et 500 dial divisions.

4. Set Pulse/Sac switch et 50.

7. Set Polarity

13. Reduce the Pulse Height control to 01500. Observe
that the Trigger Out pulse is still present and has shifted
no more than 15 nsec in time. Observe the Output pulse
amplitude;
it should be +0.15 V. Change the Polaritv
switch to Negative and observe the Output pulse amplitude,
which should be -0.15 V. The Trigger Out pulse should
still be present. Return the Pulse Height control to maximum and the Polarity switch to Positive.

12. Observe that the Normalize
control can be used to
very the Output pulse amplitude from about 9 V to 11 V.
Return Normalize to 600 dial divisions.

switch 81 50. Measure
of the Pulse/Set switch
l/l .O sec. Z/500 msec.
msec, 50120 ms~c, and

19. Observe the leading edge of the Output pulse closelv
to detect any jnssible
perturbation
of the pulse shape
which could be caused by erratic behavior of tne Relay.
20. With the
Normalize
et
Out voltage
approximately

Pulse
500
with
20 V

Height control set et maximum and
dial divisions. measure the Reference
the digital
voltmeter.
It should be
dc.

6.2. CALIBRATION

ADJUSTMENTS

The 446 contains a fine adjust for each of the three 20-V
regulated supplies. ‘These are factory-adjusted,
and should
require no further attention
except after replacement
of
a faulty IC or transistor. When readjustment
is necessary.

8

set the Polarity switch at Positive and trim the followina
control settings: Adjust R6 for +20.00 V dc on TP 1:
adjust R12 for -20.00 V dc on TP 2. and adjust R66 for
+20.00 V dc on TP 3.
6.3.

TROUBLES!4OOTlNG

SUGGESTIONS

When the 448 is suspected of a malfunction,
verify it first
by observing the simple pulse waveform
at the Output.
Disconnect the 448 from its position in any system, but
leave the lOOR Resistive Terminator
connected
during
this examination.
The mercury-wetted
relay has a finite lifetime, as specified
by the manufacturer.
of “10’
operations.
Occasional replacement
may be required, depending
on the use duty
factor of the 448.

If no Output PUISBcan be obtained.
check the voltage
regulators as outlined
in Section 6.2. If the power supply
levels are correct and it appears that the Relay is not
receiving drive pulses (a faint hum is normally
present
when the Relay is operating),
remove the Relay wry
carefully from its socket in the 448. Place an oscilloscope
probe in pin 8 of the relay socket and set the Relay
switch at either Int Osc or Line Freq. A square wave with
approximately
3.2 V amplitude
is the normal drive pulse,
and the repetition
rate will depend on the switch settings.
The 448 may be returned to ORTEC for repair service at
nominal cost. Our standard Procedure requires that each
repaired
instrument
receive the same extensive quality
control tests that a new instrument
receives. Contact our
Customer Service Department.
1615) 482.4411,
for ship.
ping instructions before returning an instrument.

7. APPLICATIONS

7.1. CALIBRATING
THE 448 FOR
ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

7.2. AMPLIFIER
NOISE AND
RESOLUTION
MEASUREMENTS

In most applications
where semiconductor
detectors are
used with amplifier
SyStems and multichannel
analyzers.
a direct calibration
by comparison to a source of particles
of known energy is usually possible. This calibration
of
the 448. for the purpose of reading energy leve.ls directly
on the Pulse Height control,
is known as normalizing.

As shown in Fig. 7.1, amplifier
noi
and resolution
measurements require the 448 Research Pulser, a preaamp
lifier. amplifier,
oscilloscope,
and a wide-band
rms voltmeter such as the Hewlett-Packard
4000.
Connect a
suitable capacitor to the input to simulate the detector
capacitance
desired. To obtain resolution
spread due to
electronic noise:

To normalize
the 448, set up the analyzer system with
the Pulser connected
to the preamplifier
and with the
Relay switch set at Off. Adjust the spectrum
on the
analyzer,
in response to the source or particle, for a
photopeak
of known energy at a convenient
channel;
‘best results will usually be obtained when a high channel
number is used. Then remwe the energy source from the
area where it will affect the detector. Now set the Pulse
Height control to read the energy level directly on its dial,
and adjust the Attenuation
switches and the Normalize
dial until the amplitude
of the pulser Output provides a
photopeak
at the same channel number in the analyzer.
Be careful to prevent changing any of the system settings
during this procedure. The Normalize control setting may
be locked, and its dial reading can be recorded, together
with the Attenuation
switch settings, for future reference.
The Pulse Height control
is now normalized
for direct
readout in equivalent
energy as long as the same Charge
Terminator
is used; note that a charge terminator
may be
built into the preamplifier
and may be used in lieu of the
terminator
furnished
with the 448, provided
that it
furnishes the 1OOSZ shunt termination
that is essential to
proper operation of the 448.

1.
2.

3.

mmure
the rms noise voltage, E,,,. at the linear
amplifier output,
turn on the 448 and adjust the linear amplifier outPut to any Convenient readable voltage, E,, as determined by the oscilloscope,
full width et half maximum
(FWHM)
resolution
spread due to the amplifier noise is then N (FWHM)
= 2.66 (E&
IEdial)/E,,
where Medial = PtilSer dial

Fio. 7.1. .+ituring
Amplifirr
and Detector Noise Resolution
Using an Osdlloscopa
w rma Volmwtu.

9

reading in MeV, and 2.66 = correction
factor, rms to
FWHM (2.35) and noise to rms meter correction
(1.131
for average indicating
voltmeters such as the HewlettPackard 4000. The resolution spread will depend upon
the total input capacity. since the capacitance degrades
the fignal-to-noise
ratio.
7.3. AMPLIFIER
NOISE AND
RESOLUTION
MEASUREMENTS
&lNG
A PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER
Probably the most convenient
method for making resolution measurements is with a pulse height analvzer. as shown
in Fig. 7.2. The amplifier
noise resolution
spread can be
measured correctly
with a pulse height, analvzer and the
448 Research Pulser as follows:
I. Select the energy level of interest with the 448. and
adjust the linear amplifier
and biased amplifier
gains to
place ihe peak in a convenient
channel of the analyzer.
2. Calibrate
as desdribed

the analyzer in terms
in Section 7.1.

of equivalent

energy,

3. Obtain the amplifier
noise resolution by measuring the
full width at half maximum
for the pulser spectrum.
The detector noise reSOlutiqn spread can be determined
in
the same manner, by connecting a detector to the preamplifier input instead of a capacitor. After the total spread
due to both the detector and electronics has been meawed.
the amplifier
noise resolution
spread can be subtracted to obtain the spread due to the detector. The
detector noise will vary with detector size, bias conditions,
and possiblv ambient temperature.

Fig. 7.3. Maswing
Linearity,
Null-Bslsnca Method.

Using the

produce a positive output pulse. The impedance from point
C to signal ground through point A should be equal to the
impedance from point C to ground through point 8. Use
germanium
diodes with high G, for diodes Dl and D2.
These diodes can be replaced with high-frequency
gsrmaniurn transistbrs. with the base connectad to the collector
so that the emitter-base
junction serves as~‘a diode. Transisters suitable for this test include 2N779.2N964.2N976.
and 2N2048.
The diodes serve as bipolar voltage clamps to limit the
voltage swing ar point C to the forward voltage drop across
the diodes. The diode-resistor
network, should be construeted to minimize stray capacitance around the network; !t
should
probably
be located on the oscilloscope
input
connector.
Set the 446 Output amplitude
at 10 V initially. Measure
this carefully. and consider the output impedance of both
the 448 and the amplifier. Observe the wave shape at point
C. and adius; the Attenuator
and the amolifiar
fine gain
for a null at time t,. For best resolution
of the Luli
measurement, set the oscilloscope sensitivity to 10 mV/cm.

Fig. 7.2. Measuring Amplifier
and DWctor Noise Resolution
Using a Multichannel
Pulse Height Analyzer.
7.4. AMPLIFIER

LINEARITY

MEASUREMENTS

The null-balance
method is recommended
for measurement
of amplifier
linearity. as shown in Fig. 7.3. This method
consists m connecting two voltages from low-impedance
sources and measuring
the amplitude
differential
at a
null point.

I

The drivina source imwdance of the 448 Outout is 1000.
The ampli~er must be set for an inverting mode of operation; i.e., for the negative input shown. the amplifier must

The actual measurement of linearity is made by observing
the nu!l while the Pulse Height control is reduced to zero.
Since the pulse generator wpplies signals in parallel to both
the bridge and the amplifier. any variation from zero of the
null point will indicate a corresponding
norlinearity
of the
amplifier.
As an example, assume that the amplifier under
test has essentially
zero output
impedance.
Use lOOa
Constant Impedance Attenuators.
and make Rl equai to
lOOOR and A2 equal to 105022. Let Dl and 02 bediodeconnected 2N2048 transistors. With this circuit. half of the
change in the output voltage of the amplifier
at point A
results from the attenuation
factor of Rl and the output
impedance of the 448 Output: the other half of the change
comes from R2. To specify nonlinearity
as a percentage
of amplifier
full output
voltage, the calibration
of 10
mV/cm will be equivalent
to 0.2%/cm. A nonlinearity
as
small as 0.1% can be identified easilv. Other measurements
that can be made by this method include temperature
stability.

7.5. MULTICHANNEL
PULSE
HEIGHT ANALYZER
CALIBRATION

directly
outlined

in channel number,
in Section 7.1.
7.6.

The ORTEC 448 Research Pulser includes shaping controls
that can be set to simulate normal pulse shapes as furnished
into a multichannel
pulse height analyzer. For example,
with the Rise Time control sat at 500 to 2000 and the
Decay Time Conrtant switch at 5, the 448 Output pulse
approximates
the unipolar
output of a linear amplifier
with single time constants. Because of the passive shaping
in the 448, the maximum pulse height, using these settings
with Internal Reference. is approximately
6 V but will be
extremely stable as long as the shaping remains constant.
Connect the 448 Output directly to the ADC input of the
multichannel
analyzer,
using the lOOSI Resistive Terminatpr at the ADC input. This arrangement
is very useful
for making direct calibration.
linearity, and stability checks
on the multichannel
analyzer. The system may be calibrated so that the Pulse Height control of the 448 reads

or in equivalent

energy,

as

MULTICHANNEL
ANALYZER
SYSTEM STABILIZATION

The ORTEC 448 Research Pulrer provides an Output pulse
that features settability
and long-term
stability.
and is
appropriate
for use as the reference source for analyzer
system stabilization.
Connect
the system as shown in
Fig. 7.2, with an appropriate
stabilizer added into the
system
Set the 448 Output
amplitude
so that the
pulser peak will fall within the analyzer channels in an
area that will not be used for the normal spectrum. Then
sat the stabilizer to lock the system calibration
on the
pulser peak. For calibration
changes in the system, simply
set the 448 Relay switch at Off and adjust system gains
and ADC measurement
ranges as desired; then turn the
pulser on again and adjust its Output and the stabilizer
for a peak in an unused portion of the spectrum. Better
operation
is usually obtained when the stabilizing
peak
is located above 80% of the available channels.

BIN/MODULE
CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS
FOR AEC STANDARD
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT
MODULES
PER TID-20893

Rn

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
“10
l 11
12
13
14
15
‘16
l 17
18
19
20
21
22

.

Function
f3 volts
-3 volts
Spare Bus
F&wed
Bus
Coaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial
200 volts dc
Spare

+6 WI ts
-6 volts
Reserved Bus
Spare
Spare
Reserved
+12 volts
-12 volts
Spare Bus
Reserved Bus
sQal%
Spare
Reserved

Pin

23
24
25
26
27
‘28
“29
30
31
32
‘33
134
l =35
“*36
“‘37
38
39
40
‘41
-42
G

C”nctl0”

Reserved
Reserved
Resewed
Spare
Spare
+24 volts
-24 volts
Spare Bus
Share
Spare
115 volts ac (Hot)
Power Return Ground
Reset &xilerl
Gate
Reset (Auxiliary)
Coaxial
Coaxial
Coaxial
115 volts ac (Neut.1
High Quality Ground
Ground Guide Pin
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